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Next Steps to keep you MOTIVATED EMPOWERED and your FEET MOVING! 

 (if you’re feeling some Gutsy Moves) 

 

Drop an email to Info@InRShoes.com and just ask to set up a 15-minute Virtual Coffee Date to discuss your 

situation and I’ll see if I can help. Enroll in our Gutsy Leadership Academy – our online school where you receive the 

leadership coaching you want, when you want to fit your busy schedule with our self-paced video courses. You will have 

homework assignments, templates, scripts and access to our growing Bonus Audio Library of gutsy inspiration to keep 

up your momentum, eliminate anxiety from work situations and keep working through your goals. You can optionally 

schedule private coaching or simply stick with the online courses – you choose! Join an intimate Gutsy Freedom 

Mastermind group where you get to meet with other professionals “in your shoes”, sharing your challenges and 

receiving laser coaching and direct solutions you can action right away. Schedule a Strategy Breakthrough Session. You 

receive a kick-start strategy to get your gutsy business goals on the map for the next four quarters in the year. We sit 

down and create a customized plan for you based on your goals, come up with a strategy and frame an action plan and 

forecast together. Ultimately you just want to be shown how to do all of this once in one area, so you could do it on your 

own later consistently in other areas! 

If you’re not ready to get out there seeking direct support, I totally get it. For some this work can be a big step, which is 

why we offer group programs focusing on the core system – the HOW-TO plus confidence and communication you need 

to get anywhere, which offers a great overview with templates, scripts and examples, accountability prompts. That will 

really help you create results quickly as well. 

Lastly, there are the masterminds and workshops I hold inside companies which look to inspire their female talent to 

drive a better bottom line for their organization. The statistics don’t lie.  We now know companies led my women in the 

executive shoes simply drive better profits – period.  I can’t tell you how incredible it feels to finally say that. If you feel 

what we teach can make a difference in your firm, check out the many videos from our events held in the US and Europe 

under Success Stories. 

Doesn’t it feel great to have options?! 

No matter where you are in your career shoes, through our connection from your request to learn more about the Gutsy 

Leadership system, I have sent an intention for you to find the right path with the confidence to guide you there. It may 

seem that all this work is about your business or career, but truthfully it really isn’t. It’s about believing in yourself, 

having the confidence to go after what you want, once you set your mind to it. Mindset and Confidence is the fuel that 

will drive you, then the step-by-step on how to get there is the easy part. ☺  

With love and lots of gutsiness, 

 


